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Seoul’s parks for you and me

Etiquette for everyone 
Protect the precious grass, plants, monuments, and facilities

Keep the park facilities clean

Do not bring food or cook

Refrain from smoking, drinking, and making too much noise

Refrain from riding bicycles, scooters, etc. for safety

Keep your pets on a leash and clean up after them

Becoming a green park again
The regeneration park logo, a combination of two different logos 
symbolizing regeneration and forest, represents an eco-friendly 
ecological park created by regenerating a space that is not used anymore. 
The Seoseoul Lake Park is a place that connects the past and present 
and provides citizens with a rest area where both the city and a forest 
coexist.

Seoul’s Mountains and Parks | parks.seoul.go.kr

Seoseoul Lake Park
Location 20, Nambusunhwan-ro 64-gil, Yangcheon-gu, Seoul
Hours Always open
Inquiries
Transportation Information

Parking Information No parking lot in the park

Subway / Kkachisan Station - Lines 2 and 5 (About 20 minutes on foot)

Bus / Regular Bus - 388
          Blue Bus - 651, 652, 653, 662
        Green Bus - 6624, 6625, 6627

Seoseoul Lake Park Management Office  +82-2-2604-3004



An eco-friendly lake park
opened after 50 years

A garden of w
ater and regeneration 

w
here the past, present, 

and culture coexist

A green rest area for  
citizens in central Seoul

Regeneration Garden

This garden, renovated from the facilities 
of the old water purification plant, is where 
silver grass grows and various attractions, 
such as a children’s playground and a basin 
with running water, are located.

Mondrian Garden

This is an eco-friendly garden featuring the 
harmony of the vertical and horizontal, 
inspired by the technique of abstract painter 
Mondrian. This garden was created using the 
frame structure of the old water purification 
plant.

Media Art Waterfall

This is a wall fountain made by applying a 
water purification system that recycles the 
old sedimentation basin and a water 
circulation system that uses tap water. 
Images are screened over water flowing 
down the LED wall.

Open Grass Field

This grass field, located behind the 100-
person table, provides an expansive view 
that is open on all sides. Here, the water 
pipeline used at the old water purification 
plant is displayed as a sculpture.

100-person Table

This long dining table, recently remade 
with wood, can accommodate up to 100 
people at a time. Its roof provides shade 
for pedestrians. 

Open Field

A grass field located on the way to the 
Central Lake. The trail stretching along the 
side road of the field leads to Neunggolsan 
Mountain that boasts a gentle slope.

Cultural Deck & Plaza

This is a deck designed to enable citizens 
to admire a view of the Central Lake and 
enjoy the Sound Fountain show. Located 
near various park amenities, it is a good 
place to rest.

Sound Fountain

This fountain, located by the Central Lake, 
operates as it detects the sound of airplanes 
passing over the park.
Period of Operation: May‒Oct. 
/ 10:00 a.m.‒6:00 p.m.

From an abandoned water purification plant to an eco-friendly 
park for citizens
Opened in October 2009, Seoseoul Lake Park is an eco-friendly park 
created with the theme of water and regeneration at the site of the 
old Sinwol Purification Plant in Yangcheon-gu. Originally opened as 
the Gimpo Purification Plant in 1959, the plant was reopened as a 
rest area for citizens after 50 years, reborn as the largest park in 
southwestern Seoul with a total area of 217,946 m² and boasting 
renewed forest and hiking trails of Neunggolsan Mountain.

Natural Art Museum Containing 
Novel Sceneries

Seoseoul Lake Park

Central Lake

The lake, which had been located in the 
center of the Sinwol Purification Plant, is a 
large lake of a scale that cannot be found 
elsewhere in Seoul with a circumference 
of over 19,000 meters. The lake has been 
preserved in its original state while the 
surrounding areas were transformed into 
green spaces.




